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HAKE AND ORCHID. SYMMETRY VS. EQUILIBRIUM 

On symmetry and balance in architecture 

A good friend of mine, an architect, says that my structures ooze symmetry. Sometimes 
I wonder why I so often use the mechanism of symmetry to build some of my 
architectures. Symmetry is a tool used by architecture from the most primitive times to 
the most recent. It is a compositional mechanism that relates to the symmetrical condition 
of the human body. 

The large dolerite boulders at Stonehenge are symmetrically arranged in a circle. 

The Pantheon of Rome with the desire to create a theoretically spherical space is also 
symmetrical, whichever way you look at it. Horizontally and vertically. In plan and in 
section. 

Mies Van der Rohe's Crown Hall in Chicago not only is, but boasts absolute symmetry. 

What are the deeper reasons for this to be so? Every treatise writer from Alberti to 
Vignola has proposed symmetry, without any kind of discussion, as a canon of beauty. 
A symmetry that begins or starts from the human body. The one that Leonardo beautifully 
drew with militant symmetry. 

But is the human body really symmetrical? We only have a heart that is housed on the 
left, not in the center. And so many other singular limbs. 

But, nevertheless, the human skeleton is rigorously symmetrical. Our bone structure, the 
one that supports in a prodigious way a not completely symmetrical body in continuous 
movement, is symmetrical, perfectly symmetrical. A structure that establishes the order 
of the space of the human body. 

Few things are as fascinating as a human skeleton. No sculptor would ever have 
conceived such a perfect structure, nor would any engineer ever have been able to 
design a moving structure so ingenious and so beautiful at the same time. And so 
perfectly symmetrical. 

Whenever I talk to my students about the importance of structure, I tell them about Halle 
Berry, the beautiful American actress. And I make them consider how before she has 
that magnificent facade, she has a perfect skeleton which is what, from the very first 
moment, establishes the order of the space of such a physically perfect being. And the 
human skeleton is perfectly symmetrical. 

How then could architecture that is made by and for man not be symmetrical? It has 
been so, without discussion, throughout many centuries and styles. 

But Ronchamp, which is a wonderful architecture, is not symmetrical. And so many other 
wonderful architectures are not exactly symmetrical. 
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Because curiously, neither painting nor sculpture nor literature nor music have ever been 
only symmetrical. They no longer habitually use symmetry as a compositional 
mechanism as blatantly as architecture has. 

And also curiously, the skin of the human body tends to a certain symmetry, although it 
is never in fact perfectly symmetrical. If we divide the human face by a central vertical 
line, the two resulting parts are never exactly symmetrical. If we try adding to one half its 
mirror image, the result is disturbing. The new perfectly symmetrical face is 
unrecognizable by the sitter himself. 

We never sleep symmetrically, even if the mattress, rectangular, square or round, is 
symmetrical. Nor do we sit symmetrically, even if the chair is symmetrical, which almost 
all of them are. As soon as we can, we cross our legs. We write with one hand. And we 
eat by playing balance games with both hands. But, although we can see with only one 
eye, we need both, in identical conditions, to see in three dimensions, to see in relief, 
and when it is not so, we correct it with glasses so that it is identical, symmetrical. And I 
do not know anyone who does not shower or does not dry, for the sake of his freedom, 
symmetrically. 

But returning to non-symmetrical architecture, it is easy to see how there are many very 
good non-symmetrical architectures that are balanced. Alvar Aalto would be a good 
example of this type of architecture. 

And we always assume that we are referring to the symmetry or non-symmetry of the 
plant. Because the section, the vertical section, is not usually symmetrical, like man 
himself. Curiously, once again, the horizontal section of the human body, as if it were a 
slice of hake, or a peeled walnut, is always symmetrical. But never is the vertical section 
of man symmetrical. Neither is the vertical section of the hake. 

One of my latest works, the Casa Cala in Madrid, is not symmetrical in plan, section or 
elevations. Although it has a certain symmetrical aroma. But it is perfectly balanced. And 
the last house I finished before this one, the Casa del Infinito in Tarifa, is symmetrical 
and well symmetrical in plan. And the office building in Zamora, the immediately 
preceding project, is not symmetrical at all, although it is very well balanced. 

On my table, a pot with a very white orchid that sprouted unexpectedly yesterday. And 
which, like the slit of a hake, is perfectly symmetrical, with the perfect symmetry that 
nature grants. Aristotle goes so far as to say that beauty lies in the "splendor of a form 
supported by perfectly proportioned matter in the right measure, in symmetry". And 
Aristotle did not use to say nonsense. 

Someday I will find the complete answer to why architects so often use the mechanism 
of symmetry to build our architecture. That day I will eat a nice slice of hake at a table 
presided by my white orchid. 
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ADDENDA 

I have been invited in Barcelona to some very interesting meetings that have taken place 
in the Barcelona Pavilion of Mies Van der Rohe. The Openhouse friends had wanted to 
give it the feel of a house. And they succeeded. I was lucky enough to meet Silvia Farriol 
and Jorn Utzon's son, and all of them extraordinary people. 

I know that the Pavilion is not symmetrical, although its structure, with its eight marvelous 
cruciform pillars, is. And between glasses of good cava, I returned to rest my gaze on 
the loose walls with which Mies shapes this quasi-divine space. With four different types 
of stone, Roman travertine, green marble from the Alps, ancient green marble from 
Greece and golden onyx from the Atlas. And I discovered - what a discovery! - the 
ineffable power of the vertical symmetry of these onyx and marble walls. 


